




A „MAGIC“ COMMUNITYA „MAGIC“ COMMUNITY



OUR PURPOSE!

§ We relentlessly seek customer understanding

§ We build trusted and personal relationships

§ We go the extra mile to make it happen

§ We inspire with expertise and unique solutions

§ We win when our customers win
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HOW DO WE ACHIEVE THAT?

Tailored Assortment

§ Assortment

adjusted to local

customer needs

for best value

offering

High quality products

§ Ultra fresh

offering, e.g. cut

meat or seafood,

directly sourced

through 4 trading

offices worldwide

Knowledge Transfer

§ Consulting and

training for our

B2B customers,

building long-term

business

relationships

Food Service Delivery

§ Fastest growing

channel for

HoReCa in most of

the countries
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WE CREATE COMMUNITIES

METRO has institutionalized an international celebration of independent entrepreneurship:
THE OWN BUSINESS DAY.

The first celebration took place in 2016 with 20K SMEs participating.

In 2017 more than 100K SMEs from 24 different countries published their specials on our
Own Business Day homepage.

Every second Tuesday in October we will celebrate our customers!
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THERE IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
FOR DIGITIZATION OF THE HORECA INDUSTRY
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• Hospitality has been working in the same way
for decades while the outside world has
changed a lot

Now technology opens new opportunities
for customer interaction and service, business
improvement, sustainability and innovation at a
fraction of cost compared to previous times

The HoReCa sector is one of
the largest industries … … but it is still not digitized

• 420bn € revenue industry1 that impacts
daily life like few others

• 1.8m entrepreneurs1 passionate for their
business

• Millions of customer contacts
• 120bn € purchasing volume1

1 Figures refer to European market



SCOPE OF APPLICATION IS HUGE

And The Customer ExperienceFor the Business Operation

Table Reservation

Faster
Replenishment

Sustainability

Increase Efficiency

Social Media

Payment

Better Service

Reducing
Costs
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HOWEVER MOST OF THEM DON‘T SCALE

Market is too
fragmented

Value Add
not intuitive

Skepticism
regarding cost

and effort

?
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Discovery
2013-2014

METRO’S APPROACH

Feasibility
2015-2017

§ Analysis of value creation
opportunities through
digital tools

§ Selective engagement in
digital solutions

§ Support for the development of
new digital solutions for the
HoReCa sector in collaboration
with TechStars

§ Development of own solutions

§ Investment in advanced
solutions

§ Pilot installation in five
Metropolitan cities
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METRO ACCELERATOR

Since 2015 METRO is running the Accelerator program for Hospitality. Main aim is to provide
a unique platform for start-ups to develop their ideas into a sustainable business.
The program is based on:

• Techstars outstanding expertise in helping entrepreneurs to setup a successful company
in the tech space combined with

• METRO’s strong expertise in the HoReCa sector and it’s unique access to customers and
subject matter experts.
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§ Easy setup: new Website online in 5 minutes
§ No technical skills needed
§ Immediate impact on visibility through SEO

optimized setup
§ Very simple handling for the SME regarding changing

design elements  and content
§ Support to enhance impact

§ Immediate Value - NO FEE

OWN SOLUTIONS: DIGITAL PRESENCE

Making a SME business digitally visible creates immediate value through additional visits.
However many SMEs either have either no adequate solution, an outdated website and or
need to pay a noticeable fee per month.

METRO’s solutions offers:

Already live in Germany, France, Italy,
Austria, Turkey, Poland, Hungary, Czech

Republic, Russia Portugal
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§ Very easy and convenient reservation function
§ 24/7 availability
§ Significant time saving for the SME
§ Much lower No Show rate compared to conventional

process
§ Routing support and reminder functionality

§ Immediate Value - NO FEE

OWN SOLUTIONS: RESERVATION TOOL

More and more consumers wish to place their reservation online. In fact most SMEs see
this as a very valuable function

METRO’s solutions offers:
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HORECAL DIGITAL PILOT

47 in Paris
283 in Berlin

83 in Vienna
61 in Milan

29 in Barcelona
(in set-up)

Since 2016 we have given digital tools to 500 customers across Europe. Our aim has been to
help customers to use new solutions in order to validate the real value impact on their
business. The pilot involved METRO sales force, Tech experts and customer advisors.

§ Personal contact to all restaurants
§ We provide tools in exchange for feedback and data for

evaluation
§ We promote the most successful ones as we speak
§ Huge learnings about the tools and the users
§ 68 tools tested across all areas of the restaurant

business

§ POS
§ Ordering
§ Reservation
§ Wifi
§ HR

§ Loyalty
§ CRM
§ Social media
§ Recipes
§ Waste Mgmt

§ Smart menu
§ Website
§ Payment
§ HACCP
§ …
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BUSINESS IMPACT OF DIGITAL TOOLS

Ticket
increase

-10% 1-3h

COGS
Improvement

No-show
rate

Time saving
per day

<5%+40% -15%

Food
Waste

+10%

Sales

The pilots in five European Cities have proven significant business improvement through
the utilization of digital tools. SMEs can enjoy substantial additional value across the value
chain of their operations.

Source: exemplary results from the pilots
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THE NEXT LOGICAL STEP

Once data becomes available, new opportunities arise. Together with Business operators we
have worked on additional solutions, that help to generate superior value.

THE COCKPIT

• Developed by 25+ restaurant owners in Berlin

• Give highly valuable insights

• Real-time hands-on profitability control for
immediate action

• Helps to optimize business operations

• Easy to use and simplified, mobile and web

• Reflects HoReCa entrepreneurs unfiltered way of
thinking
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HORECA.DIGITAL – A DIVISION OF METRO

Accelerate Fresh Ideas

Support Growing New Solutions

Investment in Selected Entities

Develop Base Solutions

Our Mission:

Co-create
the Digital Ecosystem

for the
HoReCa sector

Identify Opportunities for Customers

Support Scaling
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GROWING RELEVANT SOLUTIONS

Accelerate fresh ideas

• Set-up in a separate best-of-breed fund
structure offices in Munich and Paris

• Functions like a standard investment
partnership

• Investment decisions taken by an
Investment Committee lead by experienced
Venture Capital professionals

• Focus on hospitality and multichannel retail
solutions

Investment Fund

• Accelerate the development of early phase
startups

• Two annual programs: one for hospitality
and one for multichannel retail each

• Run in collaboration with Techstars
• Focusses on building traction trough

extensive customer exposure
• Third party fund raising integral part
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HELPING TO MAKE IT HAPPEN

Develop Base Solutions

• Experienced Sales Team with expertise in
scaling young ideas

• Access to METRO sales force/store to take
advantage of METRO’s unique reach

• Significantly lower Customer Acquisition
Cost

• Strong process and hospitality expert
support in developing successful offerings

Network, Leads & Experts

• Strong Tech-Team established to develop
base solutions (i.e. Website, Reservation)

• Typical Profile: Low cost – immediate value
• Not covered by Start-Ups and VCs
• METRO fills the gap and provide mainstream

solutions for SMEs
• Agile, efficient and robust development

and deployment
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TEAM BEHIND THIS

Volker Gläser

Solution
Development

Kai Stemick

20 years experience in international

B2B sales & service management

positions. Carved out, scaled and

successfully sold

a B2B tech company

Sales and
Support

Hansjörg Sage

15 years experience in tech-

driven VC/PE investing. Set up

and managed investment teams

Investment

13  years experience in driving

and rolling out digitization in

retail, gastronomy and services.

Customer
Understanding

Tim Kruppe

25 years of experience in IT,

eCommerce and Online solutions.

Former global Head of Online

Vodafone Group, managed

eCommerce operations across 18

markets. Search and Media Director,

Yahoo. Tech-entrepreneur.
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Discovery
2013-2014

METRO’S APPROACH

Feasibility
2015-2017

Scale
2018-onwards

§ Analysis of value creation
opportunities through
digital tools

§ Selective engagement in
digital solutions

§ Support for the development of
new digital solutions for the
HoReCa sector in collaboration
with TechStars

§ Development of own solutions

§ Investment in advanced
solutions

§ Pilot installation in four
Metropolitan cities

§ Build the community

§ Scale solutions

§ Enhance the business of
SMEs
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THE “DIGITAL CLUB” – A UNIQUE PLATFORM

The digital club aims to be the facilitator and supporter for the digitization of the
hospitality sector. It connects the community of SMEs to a large number of benefits. The
Digital Club provides:

• Access to valuable standard tools (Digital Presence, Table
Reservation and more to come)

• Access to customer success stories
• Introduction of various additional solutions
• Invitation to special events
• Knowledge sharing and Learning modules

The digital club is an open platform for all SMEs in the hospitality sector
based on a free membership principle and will be rolled-out in 13 countries1.
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1 Countries are: Germany, Belgium, Poland, Hungary, Austria, Czech, France, Portugal, Turkey, Italy, Russia, Romania and Spain



• A leading international player in wholesale
and FSD with a presence in 35 countries

• 21m Buying Customers

• Significant REACH
>60% in Germany and other Western European
Markets

• Established and strong relationships to SMEs

• 759 stores + ~ 7000 Sales Force members

• Efficient and effective platform for
Customer Acquisition

OUR AIM: TO BUILD THE LARGEST DIGITAL HORECA COMMUNITY

• The largest digital HoReCa community in
the world

• Clear target for activation of Digital SMEs

2018: 50k members

2020: 500k members
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OUR PURPOSE!

DIVERSITY
Making SMEs more successful through digitization
will ensure more diversity of
• Taste
• Choice
• Joy
• Culture
• Business

SUSTAINABILITY
Improving business performance and data driven
decision making will enhance sustainability of
• Business performance
• Food waste reduction
• Energy consumption
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